
 
 
Thank you for choosing the doctors at Eye Care of Delaware for your cataract evaluation.  Prior to 
your appointment scheduled for:_____________________@_______________am/pm, we ask that 
you take some time to read all of the important information enclosed in this packet. Please note, 
until you see the doctor we are only able to reserve surgery time for you. The final determination to 
proceed with surgery will be made after your evaluation with the doctor. 
 
1. A member of our nursing staff will be in contact with you prior to your appointment to review the 

procedure and answer any questions. If you do not hear from one of our nurses two (2) working 
days prior to your appointment, please call 302-454-8802. 

 

2. If you wear contact lenses, please contact our office as soon as possible to change this 
appointment. Patients who wear contact lenses are unable to have their evaluation and surgery on 
the same day. Prior to your evaluation you must discontinue wearing your contact lenses for the 
following amount of time:   

 Seven (7) days for soft contact lenses      Fourteen (14) days for hard contact lenses 
 
3. Guidelines state that all surgical patients are required to have a comprehensive history and physical 

from their medical doctor no more than 30 days prior to surgery. Please give the enclosed history 
and physical form to your doctor to complete and fax to 302-454-1329. 

 
4. There are several intraocular lens options for patients. If you have corneal astigmatism or would 

like to learn about multi-focal lens options, please review the blue information sheet in this packet 
and contact our office prior to your appointment.  

 
5. Bladeless, laser-assisted cataract surgery with a femtosecond laser is now available for our patients. 

If you would like to discuss this option, please contact our surgical coordinator prior to your 
appointment. 

 
6. Plan to spend approximately 3-5 hours at our office for your dilated eye examination, testing, 

surgery preparation, surgery, and post-operative care. 
 
7. Bring the following with you to your appointment: 

 Enclosed forms (completed)  

 Medical insurance cards and referral (if required by your insurance company) 

 Eyeglasses 

 List of current medications and dosages (including vitamins & herbal supplements) 

 Medical history and list of prior surgical procedures 

 Driver (your driver does not need to remain with you the entire time) 
 
8. The morning of your surgery take all your medications as you normally would (including eye drops 

and blood thinners), unless instructed otherwise. Bring any nitroglycerine pills and inhalers. 
 

9. Please – do not wear any lotions, after-shave, makeup, perfume, or cologne. 
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10. You are encouraged to eat prior to your procedure. If you are diabetic or your appointment time 
overlaps lunch, you may want to bring a snack.  

 
11. Please dress comfortably. The temperature in the Cataract & Laser Center is sometimes a little cool; 

you may want to bring a sweater that zips or buttons.  
 

12. Eye Care of Delaware specializes in medical and surgical eye conditions and we bill your medical 
insurance company for your visit. Please bring your insurance cards with you. If your insurance plan 
requires a referral for a specialist visit, you are responsible for obtaining the referral prior to your 
visit. Co-pays are collected at the time of service. 

 
13. You will have a post-operative appointment at Eye Care of Delaware the day after your surgery. 

Two weeks following your surgery you will be seen again by us or your referring optometrist, 
depending on your insurance.  

 
14. To learn more about cataracts, lens options, laser-assisted surgery and the answers to frequently  

asked questions about cataract surgery, please visit our website at www.eyecareofdelaware.com. 
 

DIRECTIONS 
Eye Care of Delaware is conveniently located at Harmony Road and Route 4 (Ogletown-Stanton 

Road) in the Harmony Plaza Shopping Center with Walgreens and McDonalds. We are in suite one 
at the far end of the shopping center; look for the green awning. We are handicap accessible. 

 
MapQuest/Google Maps/GPS Navigation 
Enter address as 4102 Ogletown-Stanton Road, Newark, Delaware.  
 
From Wilmington/Philadelphia (via Kirkwood Highway) 

Take Kirkwood Highway (Route 2 West) to Harmony Road (Persia Carpet) and turn left. Proceed 
through two traffic lights. Turn right into Harmony Plaza at the third light. 
 
From Wilmington/Philadelphia (via I-95) 
Take I-95 South to Exit 3, Route 273 West. Stay to the right and at the traffic light make a right turn 
on to Harmony Road. Proceed to the second traffic light (Route 4 and Harmony Road) and turn left. 
Turn right into Harmony Plaza. 
 
From New Jersey 
Cross over the Delaware Memorial Bridge and take I-95 South to Exit 3, Route 273 West. Stay to the 
right and at the traffic light make a right turn on to Harmony Road. Proceed to the second traffic light 
(Route 4 and Harmony Road) and turn left. Turn right into Harmony Plaza. 

 
From Route 13 & 40 
From the Hare’s Corner intersection, take Route 273 West to Harmony Road (the first traffic light 
after crossing over I-95) and turn right. Proceed to the second traffic light (Route 4 and Harmony 
Road) and turn left. Turn right into Harmony Plaza. 
 
From Newark (via Kirkwood Highway) 
Take Kirkwood Highway (Route 2 East) to Harmony Road (Persia Carpet & Advance Auto) and turn 
right. Proceed through two traffic lights. Turn right into Harmony Plaza at the third light. 

http://www.eyecareofdelaware.com/


POST CATARACT VISION PLAN 

 
Dr. Frank Owczarek, Dr. Jeffrey Boyd, and the staff at Eye Care of Delaware strive to provide the best 
quality of care and customized vision solutions for our patients. We try to educate our patients 
about the options surrounding cataract surgery so you are fully informed before any decisions need 
to be made.  

Cataracts are a normal part of aging. Cataracts are typically linked to birthdays – the more birthdays 
you have, the more likely you are to develop a cataract. Being diagnosed with a cataract may seem 
frightening at first; however, due to advancements in technology, cataract surgery is considered to 
be one of the safest and most successful surgeries in the United States today. 
 
Please keep in mind that you only get cataracts once in your life. With that being said, it is a very 
important decision to choose the right lens implant for your lifestyle needs. This is a once in a lifetime 
decision and we want to be sure you have the information you need to make the best choice. 
 

CONDITIONS 
CATARACT 
A cataract is a clouding of all or part of the normally clear lens within your eye. As it becomes cloudy, 
less light enters and vision becomes blurry or distorted. The clouding of the lens usually happens 
slowly over time, but a cataract can progress until eventually there is a loss of vision in your eye. 
Once you experience a decrease in vision that may interfere with your daily activities and quality of 
life, cataract surgery can help restore and enhance your vision. 
 
ASTIGMATISM 
Some eyes have an uneven curvature called astigmatism which makes objects look out of focus or 
blurry and many patients wear glasses or contact lenses to decrease the effect of astigmatism. A toric 
lens or laser-assisted cataract surgery can correct or reduce your corneal astigmatism at the time of 
the surgery. A plain monofocal IOL (intraocular lens) does not correct astigmatism whatsoever.  
 
PRESBYOPIA  
Presbyopia literally means “old vision”. A normal and youthful lens is soft and pliable so it can 
change shape and focus on near objects. As you age, your lens hardens and loses focusing power. 
Eventually, it can no longer change shape and focus for near vision and you need to wear “reading 
glasses” or bifocals to compensate. 

SOLUTIONS 

FEMTOSECOND LASER-ASSISTED CATARACT SURGERY 
The femtosecond laser is the most technologically advanced option available for cataract surgery. 
The precise, reproducible steps performed by the laser mean better lens positioning and more 
predictable visual results. This is especially important if you have astigmatism or chose a multifocal 
IOL. During your consultation tests will be done to determine if you are a candidate.  
 
MONOFOCAL IOL 
If you choose a standard monofocal IOL you will solve your cataract problem and the implant will 
likely reduce or eliminate the need for glasses to see at a distance. Using test results and 
measurements, most of your prescription will be calculated and placed in the IOL at the time of 
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surgery. Following surgery you should notice brighter and clearer vision at distances, but there may 
be a need for glasses for small print and close-up work. For patients who like wearing glasses or 
have been diagnosed with macular degeneration, glaucoma or other eye conditions, this lens may 
be the best option. Medicare and most private insurance companies cover the cost of the surgery 
and this lens.  
 
TORIC ASTIGMATISM CORRECTING IOL 
If you have been diagnosed with corneal astigmatism and you choose the toric IOL, you will solve 
not only your cataract problem, but also reduce the likelihood of needing glasses to correct the 
blurry vision associated with astigmatism. Like the monofocal lens, you will notice brighter and 
clearer vision at distances, but there may be a need for glasses for small print and close-up work.  If 
you have been diagnosed with corneal astigmatism and do not choose a toric lens, you will still need 
to wear glasses or contact lenses to enhance your distance vision. Medicare and most private 
insurance companies will cover the cost of your surgery, but there is an additional fee associated 
with the toric lens that is not covered by your insurance. 
 
MULTI-FOCAL IOL 
New advanced technology implants, such as the ReSTOR® IOL, are designed to provide a full range of 
vision – near, far, and everything in between. If glasses hinder your lifestyle you may want to 
consider an IOL that will provide you the best chance of freedom from glasses.  If you have a mild 
amount of astigmatism it can be corrected with the femtosecond during your surgery. Patients who 
have been diagnosed with certain medical eye conditions or have unrealistic expectations may not 
be considered to be a good candidate for this type of lens. Medicare and most private insurance 
companies will cover the cost of your surgery, but there is an additional fee associated with the 
ReSTOR lens that is not covered by your insurance. 
 

 
 

Near                     Intermediate                Distance 
 

LEARN MORE 

If your evaluation and surgery are scheduled for the same day and you wish to discuss your post-
cataract vision plan, please contact a member of our surgical team at 302-454-8800 prior to your 
appointment.  
 
Visit the following websites for more information: 

 www.eyecareofdelaware.com (information on cataracts and answers to frequently asked 
questions) 

 www.lensxlasers.com (femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery) 
 www.reclaimyourvision.com (toric and ReSTOR) 
 www.carecredit.com (payment plan available for out of pocket expenses) 

http://www.eyecareofdelaware.com/
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To Our Patient: Please give this letter and history and physical form  

(on the reverse side) to your primary care physician so  
they may clear you for your surgery. We recommend you 
request a copy for your records. 

 
 
Patient Name:___________________________________________________________ 
 
Surgical Procedure: 

Cataract 

Laser Treatment 

Other:_________________________________________ 

 
Date of Procedure:__________________________ 
 
 
Our mutual patient will be undergoing the above referenced surgical procedure at the 
Cataract and Laser Center. Guidelines state that all surgical patients are required to have a 
history and physical form completed from their medical doctor no more than 30 days prior to 
the procedure. Due to the nature of the surgery, we do not require an EKG or blood work. The 
patient needs to be cleared for surgery in an ambulatory surgical center using topical 
anesthesia. 
 
We ask that you fax the completed form to 302-454-1329 no less than two (2) working days 
prior to the date of surgery. 
 
If you have any questions, you may contact a member of our nursing staff at 302-454-8802. 
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Patient Name: Date of Birth:

Allergies: Latex Allergy: yes /   no

Medications and Dosages: Attached List:

Blood Thinner:    yes  /  no Aspirin:    yes  /  no Alpha-blocker:   yes  /  no

Medical History:

Surgical History:

Social History:  Smoker: yes / no ETOH Use: yes / no Drug Use: yes / no

Review of Systems:

Constitutional

Head/Neurological

EENT

CV

Respiratory

Gastrointestinal

Genitourinary

Musculoskeletal

Endocrine/Hematologic

Physical Exam:  BP: R / L P   R  T  

Head/Neuro: Resp:

Neck: Skin:

CV: M/S:

Diagnosis:

Pt is cleared for surgery in an ambulatory setting: Pt is cleared for Topical and/or Local Anesthesia: 

Signed: M.D., D.O., N.P., P.A. Date:  

Printed Name: Fax to: 302-454-1329

Rev: 01/12

WNL Abnormal Findings

CATARACT AND LASER CENTER, LLC PATIENT HISTORY AND PHYSICAL
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CATARACT SURGERY LIFESTYLE QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Patient Name:________________________________________    DOB:_______________  

 

Do you have difficulty with any of these activities, even with glasses?  

 

 
Activity 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
N/A 

Reading a book, newspaper, prescription bottle, 

telephone book, food label, or texts on your cell phone 

   

Writing checks or filling out forms    

Recognizing people’s faces     

Doing fine handwork such as carpentry, sewing, or crafts    

Playing games such as bingo, dominos, card games, or 

doing crossword puzzles 

   

Playing sports or participating in recreational activities    

Cooking    

Working on a computer or performing job duties    

Watching television, includes seeing the on screen  

tv guide, weather, sports scores, and news scrolls 

   

Reading traffic signs, street signs, or store signs    

Driving during the day    

Driving at night    

Other:     

 

How long have you been experiencing these symptoms? _________________ 

 

 

Patient signature:_____________________________________ Date:________________ 



Patient Name: Date originally completed:

Medication Dosage Frequency

Note: If medication is not taken orally, please inform the technican at the time of your office visit.

Are you allergic to any medications?: Yes                  No

List medication allergies:

Do you use tobacco?     Yes        No   

Medications: List all medications you take including prescribed, over the counter, herbal supplements and 

vitamins. Be sure to include any eye drops that you use. 
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Name: Date of birth:

Referred by: Eye doctor: Family doctor:

Pharmacy name: Phone #:

Pharmacy location: 

Reason for today's visit (signs/symptoms):

When did this start?

Location: Right Eye Left Eye Both Eyes Date of last eye exam:

Severity:     Mild         Moderate       Severe Quality (blurry, foggy, double):

Do you have difficulty with any of these activities, even with your glasses? (circle all that apply):  

driving       reading       writing/paying bills       watching tv       computer use       crafts       recreational activities       other 

Do you use any eye drops?: no If yes, list:

Do you wear glasses?            yes                 no               Do you wear contact lenses ?                  yes                    no

If you wear contact lenses, date last worn?  ___________________     (circle one)   Soft Lenses       Hard Lenses 
  
Have you had any prior eye surgery? yes no  Explain:

List any other surgeries with approximate dates:

Have you ever been diagnosed or treated for any of the following conditions?

Cataracts yes no Corneal Disease yes no Dry Eyes yes no
Glaucoma yes no Macular Degeneration yes no Eye Trauma yes no
Iritis yes no Retinal Disease yes no Crossed or Lazy Eye yes  no

Do you have a family history of any of the following?

Cataracts yes no Macular Degeneration yes no High Blood Pressure yes no
Glaucoma yes no Diabetic Retinopathy yes no Corneal Disease yes no

Diabetes yes no Retinal Detachment yes no Other hereditary?
  

Occupation: Hobbies:      

Circle one:  Married Single Divorced Widowed

Circle one: Live alone Live with family or friends Assisted Living

Do you drive? yes no
Do you drink alcohol? yes no If yes: Occasionally 1/day 2-3/day 4+/day
Do you use tobacco? yes no If yes: Occasionally 1/2 pack/day 1 pack/day 1+ pack/day
Do you use recreational drugs? yes no     Have you ever had a blood transfusion?    yes     no  

DATE FORM WAS COMPLETED:______________

****   Patients, please complete and sign the other side of this form.   ****

yes

Eye Care of Delaware Patient Health Questionnaire

Your eyes may be dilated for your exam. Dilation will make the pupils of your eyes large for several hours and cause light 

sensitivity, glare, and blurred vision. Dark sunglasses are required. If you do not have your own sunglasses, please ask us 

for a pair. We recommend you have someone drive you home from a dilated exam. A driver is required if you are having a 

surgical procedure. 

By signing the other side of this form I am attesting that the information provided is true and accurate. Any ommissions or 

incorrect information may affect my treatment. 



Have you had any medical problems in any of the following areas? Please check and explain.

Musculoskeletal Y Explain
Osteoporosis

Constitutional Y Explain Arthritis
Weight loss Muscle pain
Trouble sleeping Other
Other

Integumentary Y Explain
Eyes Y Explain Keloid scarring
Vision loss Rashes, sensitivities
Any changes in vision Skin cancer
Eye pain Breast cancer
Other Other
 
Ears, Nose, Mouth, Throat Y Explain Allergic or Immunologic Y Explain
Hearing loss Lupus
Sinus problem HIV
Infections Other
Other

Psychiatric Y Explain
Cardiovascular Y Explain Depression
Heart attack Psychosis
High blood pressure Mania, biopolar  
Last blood pressure: Schizophrenia
Heart murmur Other
Irregular heart beat
Mitral valve prolapsed Neurological Y Explain
Chest pain Seizure
Circulation problems Stroke
Other Paralysis/weakness  

Numbness
Respiratory Y Explain Migraines
Asthma Other  
Bronchitis
Shortness of breath Blood Y Explain
Emphysema Anemia (low count)
Tuberculosis Excessive bleeding
Other Bruising easily  

Clotting problems
Endocrine System Y Explain Other
Thyroid condition
Other Gastrointestinal Y Explain

Ulcers
Diabetes Y Explain Diverticulitis
Are you diabetic? Constipation
When diagnosed? Hepatitis
On insulin? times per day? Other
Hgb A1c?  
Recent range: From:                      To: Genitourinary Y Explain
Do you test at home? Kidney infections
On kidney dialysis? Urinary infections
Other Prostate cancer

Other

Signature:

Date:
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 Patient Medical History for: _____________________________________(print name)

I have no medical conditions. Initial here _______



 

 

Patient Name:________________________________________________ 
 

PRIVACY AUTHORIZATION NOTICE 
I have read the Privacy Authorization Notice and by signing this form consent to the use and disclosure of my 
protected health information. I have the right to review the Notice before signing this consent and I am aware 
that terms of the Notice may change. I authorize you to leave personal health information on my answering or 
voice mail system and we will utilize all phone numbers provided, including cellular phones. Telephone calls 
may include computerized reminder calls. Additionally, I authorize the release of information to the following 
person(s): 
 
Name                Relationship 
 
________________________________________________  _________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________  _________________________________ 

PATIENT CONSENT FOR MEDICAL RECORDS MAINTENANCE 
I have read the Eye Care of Delaware, LLC Medical Records Maintenance Policy and by signing this form consent 
to this arrangement.    

 
EYE CARE OF DELAWARE, LLC OFFICE POLICY 
I have read the Eye Care of Delaware, LLC Office and Financial Policy and by signing this form consent to the 
terms. 
 
Signature: ___________________________________________  Date: _______________ 

 
PATIENT AUTHORIZATION ASSIGNMENT OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID BENEFITS 
I request that payment of authorized Medicare/Medicaid benefits be made on my behalf to any physician 
utilizing the Eye Care of Delaware and/or Cataract and Laser Center for any service furnished. I authorize any 
holder of medical information about me to release to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Service (CMS) and 
its agents any information needed to determine these benefits payable for related services. In 
Medicare/Medicaid assigned cases, the provider agrees to accept the charge determination of the 
Medicare/Medicaid carrier and I am responsible for the deductible, co-insurance and/or the 20% Medicare 
does not pay, and for any non-covered services. My signature below further verifies that I have not joined an 
HMO or other entity in which my Medicare benefits have been relinquished.  
 
Signature: ___________________________________________  Date: _______________ 

 
COMMERCIAL/HMO/BLUE SHIELD/SECONDARY INSURANCE 
I request that the payment of authorized benefits be made either by me or on my behalf to any physician 
utilizing the Eye Care of Delaware and/or Cataract and Laser Center, for services provided to me. I authorize 
any holder of medical information about me to release it to my insurer, or any information needed to 
determine these benefits payable for related services. I am responsible for any insurance deductible, co-
insurance, non-covered services and exclusion of benefits. It is my responsibility to obtain any referrals 
required for services. If a referral was required and not obtained I will be responsible to pay for the services 
received.  This assignment shall remain in effect until revoked by me in writing. A photocopy of this assignment 
is considered valid as the original.  
 
Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: _______________                ECD F3 -Rev 11/13 
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The CLC was Delaware’s first stand-alone cataract and laser facility  

dedicated specifically to medical and surgical treatments of eye conditions. 
 

PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The patient has the right to considerate and respectful 
care.   

The patient has the right to obtain from the physician 
complete and current information concerning diagnosis, 
treatment, and prognosis in terms the patient can be 
reasonably expected to understand. Patients are given 
the opportunity to participate in decisions involving 
their healthcare, except when such participation is 
contraindicated for medical reasons.  

The patient has the right to receive from the physician 
information necessary to give informed consent prior to 
the start of any procedure and/or treatment. Such 
informed consent should include, but not necessarily be 
limited to, the specific procedure and/or treatment, the 
medically significant risks involved, expected outcome, 
and the probable duration of incapacitation.  

The patient has the right to refuse treatment to the 
extent permitted by law, and to be informed of the 
medical consequences.  

The patient has the right to privacy concerning his/her 
own medical care program.  

The patient has the right to receive care in a safe 
setting. 

The patient has the right that all disclosures and records 
pertaining to his/her care will be treated as confidential 
and patients are given the opportunity to approve or 
refuse their release, except when release is required by 
law.   

The patient has the right to expect a facility, within its 
capacity, to reasonably respond to the request of a 
patient for services.  

The patient has the right to obtain information as to any 
relationship of the facility to other healthcare and 
educational institutions.  

The patient has the right to be advised if the facility 
proposes to engage in or perform human 
experimentation affecting his/her care or treatment.  
The patient has the right to refuse to participate in such 
research projects.  

The patient has the right to expect reasonable 
continuity of care.  

The patient has the right to examine and receive an 
explanation of his/her bill regardless of source of 
payment. 

The patient has the right to know what facility rules and 
regulations apply to his/her conduct as a patient. 

The patient has the right to terminate the provision of 
services at any time with appropriate notice.  

The patient has the right to change their provider, if 
other qualified providers are available. 

The patient has the right to terminate the provision of 
services at any time with appropriate notice.  

The patient is responsible for being considerate and 
respectful to others, their property, and the property of 
the facility and its personnel, especially in regard to the 
no-smoking, noise, and visitation policies. 

The patient is responsible for promptly arranging for the 
payment of bills and providing information for insurance 
processing. Any insurance information provided by the 
CLC is not a guarantee of benefits.  The patient accepts 
financial responsibility for charges not covered by their 
insurance.  

The patient is responsible for keeping all appointments 
promptly at their scheduled time, or contacting staff as 
early as possible if a scheduled appointment cannot be 
kept.  

The patient is responsible for following instructions and 
the healthcare plan recommended by the healthcare 
provider and for asking questions if information is not 
understood.  

The patient is responsible for informing staff of physical 
changes experienced during treatment.  

The patient is responsible upon discharge by staff to 
maintain follow-up treatment recommended.  

The patient is responsible for providing information 
about past illnesses, hospitalizations, medications and 
other matters relating to their health and to answer all 
questions concerning these matters to the best of their 
ability. 

The facility has the right to terminate the provision of 
services at any time with appropriate notice.  
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FINANCIAL POLICY 

The CLC accepts Medicare and has arrangements with 
most private insurance carriers.  

There are two separate fees for a procedure performed 
in the CLC:  

 Doctor’s professional fee for the surgical 
procedure 

 CLC fee for operating room expenses and laser 
usage (if applicable) 

You will receive two bills: one from the doctor and one 
from the CLC for any charges (minus adjustments) not 
covered by your insurance carrier. 

It is the patient’s responsibility for securing referrals (if 
needed) from their insurance company.  

The CLC and the physician will submit claims to your 
insurance carrier, but you are responsible for any out-
of-pocket expenses.  

The CLC will make every effort to inquire as to what 
your plan will pay prior to the procedure, but this is not 
a guarantee of benefits or payment from your insurance 
carrier.  

It is the policy of the CLC to request and collect all 
deductibles and co-pays at the time of service. 

All billing questions may be addressed by calling (302) 454-8802. 

ADJUDICATION 

If the patient is adjudged incompetent under applicable state health and safety laws by a court of proper jurisdiction, the 
rights of the patient are exercised by the person appointed under state law to act on the patient’s behalf.  

Any legal representative or surrogate designated by the patient in accordance with state law may exercise the patient’s 
rights to the extent allowed by state law. 

ADVANCE DIRECTIVES 

The patient is responsible to inform the CLC of any living will, medical power of attorney, or other directives that could 
affect his/her care, as required by state or federal law and regulations. Due to the elective nature of your procedure, the 
CLC declines to carry out instructions as set forth in any advance directives. 

TRANSLATION 

If you have someone who can translate confidential, medical, and financial information for you, please make 
arrangements to have them accompany you on the day of your procedure. If you will need a translator, please let us know 
and one will be provided.   

GRIEVANCES 

You have the right to submit a verbal or written grievance, and to request a written notice of the CLC’s outcome. The CLC 
will not take punitive action or discriminate against you for exercising your rights.  The following are the names and/or 
agencies you may contact: CLC Administrator (302) 454-8802, or Office Manager, Division of Public Health, Office of 
Health Facilities Licensing & Certification, 258 Chapman Road, Chopin Bldg, Suite 101, Newark, DE 19702, (302) 283-7220, 
www.cms.hss.gov/ombudsman/resources.asp or www.cms.hhs.gov/center/ombudsman.asp.  

OWNERSHIP 

The CLC was established in 1997 with Frank Owczarek, M.D. as developer. Frank Owczarek, M.D. and Jeffrey Boyd, M.D. 
hold a financial interest in the CLC. Primary business address for all owners is 4102 Ogletown-Stanton Road, Suite 1, 
Newark, DE  19713.  

 



 

 

DIRECTIONS 

Eye Care of Delaware is conveniently located at Harmony Road and Route 4 (Ogletown-

Stanton Road) in the Harmony Plaza shopping center with Walgreens and McDonalds.  

We are in suite 1 at the far end of the shopping center; look for the green awning.  

Eye Care of Delaware and Cataract and Laser Center are handicap accessible. 

 

Mapquest/Google Maps/GPS Navigation 

Enter address as 4102 Ogletown-Stanton Road, Newark, Delaware.  

 

From Wilmington/Philadelphia (via Kirkwood Highway) 

Take Kirkwood Highway (Route 2 West) to Harmony Road (Persia Carpet and Wawa) and turn 

left. Proceed through two traffic lights. Turn right into Harmony Plaza at the third light. 

 

From Wilmington/Philadelphia (via I-95) 

Take I-95 South to Exit 3, Route 273 West. Stay to the right and at the traffic light make a right 

turn on to Harmony Road. Proceed to the second traffic light (Route 4 and Harmony Road) and 

turn left. Turn right into Harmony Plaza. 

 

From New Jersey 

Cross over the Delaware Memorial Bridge and take I-95 South to Exit 3, Route 273 West. Stay to 

the right and at the traffic light make a right turn on to Harmony Road. Proceed to the second 

traffic light (Route 4 and Harmony Road) and turn left. Turn right into Harmony Plaza. 

 

From Route 13 & 40 

From the Hare’s Corner intersection, take Route 273 West to Harmony Road (the first traffic 

light after crossing over I-95) and turn right. Proceed to the second traffic light (Route 4 and 

Harmony Road) and turn left. Turn right into Harmony Plaza. 

 

From Newark (via Kirkwood Highway) 

Take Kirkwood Highway (Route 2 East) to Harmony Road (Persia Carpet and Wawa) and turn 

right. Proceed through two traffic lights. Turn right into Harmony Plaza at the third light. 

 

From Elkton, Maryland  

Take Elkton Road (Route 279 North) to Delaware. At Suburban Shopping Plaza (Acme, Home 

Depot, Applebee’s) turn right onto Route 2 East/Route 4 East. Follow this road (it will change 

names but you will not make any more turns) for approximately 6 miles. Harmony Plaza will be 

on your left.  

 

 


